A new solver for nonlinear boundary-value problems (BVPs) in MATLAB is presented, based on the Chebfun software system for representing functions and operators automatically as numerical objects. The solver implements Newton's method in function space, where instead of the usual Jacobian matrices, the derivatives involved are Fréchet derivatives. A major novelty of this approach is the application of automatic differentiation (AD) techniques to compute the operator-valued Fréchet derivatives in the continuous context. Other novelties include the use of anonymous functions and numbering of each variable to enable a recursive, delayed evaluation of derivatives with forward mode AD. The AD techniques are applied within a new Chebfun class called chebop which allows users to set up and solve nonlinear BVPs, both scalar and systems of coupled equations, in a few lines of code, using the "nonlinear backslash" operator (\). This framework enables one to study the behaviour of Newton's method in function space.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic differentiation (or algorithmic differentiation-AD in both cases) provides the ability to differentiate functions without truncation error. AD starts from numerical values and produces numerical derivatives, gradients, and Jacobian matrices that are approximate only in the sense of roundoff. The efficient implementation of AD is described in detail in the excellent book by Griewank and Walther [2008] , and we give a brief overview for our purposes in Section 3.
A typical use of AD is to remove the need for handwritten code or difference-based approximation methods to produce the Jacobian matrices within a Newton iteration for a nonlinear system of equations. In the special case of a nonlinear system arising from discretization of a nonlinear boundary-value problem this is the approach taken, for example, by the MATLAB function bvp4cAD [Shampine et al. 2006] , which overloads MATLAB's built-in boundary-value problem solver bvp4c [Kierzenka and Shampine 2001] . Instead of using finite difference schemes to calculate Jacobian matrices, bvp4cAD uses AD to supply high accuracy partial derivatives, increasing the robustness and (at least in some cases) the efficiency of the solver. Interestingly, bvp4cAD finds a very accurate Jacobian for a nonlinear system of algebraic equations that is itself a discretization of the original boundary value problem and thus has incurred a truncation error. Moreover, the computational expense of AD becomes very significant as the number of system variables, that is, the total discretization size, becomes large.
We can switch the order of steps and linearize before discretization of the derivatives. The Newton iteration has a clear generalization to this context, variously referred to as Newton's method in function space or quasilinearization [Ascher et al. 1995; Deuflhard 2006] . The iterates of the function space version are updated through the solution of successive linear boundary-value problems. Each linear update problem is described by the Fréchet derivatives of the original BVP, linear operators analogous to Jacobian matrices [Hutson et al. 2005] . Under suitable conditions and with a sufficiently good initial guess u 0 , the Newton iterates can be expected to converge quadratically to a solution of the original BVP. This process is described in more detail in Section 2.
Although conceptually quite different, Fréchet differentiation and differentiation of a function with respect to a real variable both rely on familiar algorithmic rules from calculus (e.g., the chain rule). Thus, Fréchet derivatives can in principle be produced through AD techniques. The idea is appealing in part because it produces a linearization in which the relevant number of variables is that of the original continuous system, not its discretization, and therefore the technique is not susceptible to the large-scale inefficiency of AD.
In this work we describe introducing the Fréchet AD idea into the Chebfun software system, which is a free downloadable add-on for MATLAB [Trefethen et al. 2011] . Chebfun uses the fast convergence and fast algorithms associated with the (piecewise) Chebyshev series representation of functions to provide the illusion of symbolic manipulation of their numerical representations. While each function is ultimately represented by a discretization of finite length by interpolants in suitably rescaled Chebyshev points cos( jπ/n), 0 ≤ j ≤ n, the length (n) is chosen automatically and dynamically so that the system can represent and manipulate most functions essentially to roundoff error with great speed. The chebfun method length returns the number of Chebyshev points used to represent a function, which is one more than the degree of the polynomial interpolant. Major operations available include rootfinding, integration, and differentiation.
Within Chebfun is an object class that allows one to create and manipulate linear operators on functions [Driscoll et al. 2008] . Each linear operator maintains both a functional form and the ability to instantiate itself as a matrix of arbitrary size in order to act on discretizations. In addition to standard arithmetic operators, the object class has methods \, eigs and expm for the solution of linear boundary-value, eigenvalue, and time evolution problems for differential, integral, and integro-differential operators.
We have extended Chebfun to apply forward-mode AD to find Fréchet derivatives of nonlinear operators. The AD techniques are applied only to the variables of the original operator, not the discretized variables. The result of the differentiation is a linear operator object, which can represent a linearized BVP in the Newton iteration. By pairing the Fréchet differentiation with a damped Newton iteration, we have created a new object class in Chebfun for nonlinear operators, capable of fully automatic solution of a wide range of nonlinear BVPs of the form φ(u) = 0, α(u) x=a = 0, β(u) x=b = 0.
Here, φ, α, and β are (differential) operators; φ represents the differential equation, and α and β the left and right boundary conditions, respectively. They are further discussed in Section 2. Problems possible to solve include both scalar and systems of coupled equations of any order, although beyond fourth order, poor matrix conditioning becomes an overriding concern unless special steps are taken [Don and Solomonoff 1997] . The solutions returned are in many cases obtained at accuracies and speeds not available from well-known MATLAB methods, most notably bvp4c and bvp5c [Kierzenka and Shampine 2007] (and the existing Chebfun overloads for them 1 ). Furthermore, the problem specification syntax for the new methods is simpler and more direct than that of the bvp4c/5c family; for instance, there is no need to write a high-order problem as a first-order system.
The linear operator class in Chebfun was originally given the name chebop. In recognition of the greater generality available from the work described here, the chebop class name applies to the new class for nonlinear operators as of Chebfun version 4. The syntax and capabilities for linear operators from version 3 have been migrated to work with a newly named linop class. For most users and problems, however, the chebop syntax is now the most appropriate one.
From the given description of BVPs, a computational object such as a chebop which may be used to solve BVPs requires the following components, here given with their mathematical symbols and name of chebop fields used to represent them.
Component
Mathematical The fields of a chebop can be set either in the chebop constructor when it is created, or later by accessing them directly (e.g., with N.init = 0). The chebop class is further discussed in Section 4.2. As a prototype example of chebop use, solving the problem
for the function u = u(x), becomes simply With the default tolerance (as described in Section 4.1) of 10 −10 , this solution takes about 0.62 seconds on a tri-core 2.5 GHz workstation 2 , delivering the converged solution u as a polynomial of degree 58 with a residual 2-norm, φ(u) , less than 4 · 10 −11 . (We acknowledge that that small residuals do not necessarily indicate that solutions are close to the true ones; in Section 4.4 we compare the chebop solutions to the analytical ones for problems where the analytical solutions are known.) Section 3 explains how forward-mode AD techniques are implemented to find Fréchet derivatives automatically. Because Chebfun has many uses besides the solution of nonlinear BVPs, we placed a high priority on not creating a large computational overhead for other uses. To keep with the highly interactive nature of Chebfun, we also desired a syntax as unobtrusive and automatic as possible. These goals led us to make what we believe to be two new contributions to AD software techniques. First, we exploit delayed evaluation, implemented using recursion and the assignment of identification tags to Chebfun objects. Thus, for example, if f is a chebfun created though expressions with chebfuns u and v, then calls of diff(f,u) and diff(f,v) initiate AD computations using information cached and encapsulated in f. Second, the independent and dependent variables are specified simultaneously; in the previous example, there is no need to designate u or v specially before the construction of f or calls to diff.
Section 4 describes the damped Newton iteration and other details behind the new chebop class and the "nonlinear backslash" capability, and provides numerous examples illustrating various aspects of flexibility in the system. It includes experimental comparison of this new solver with other BVP solvers in MATLAB. We find that if only low accuracy is requested, our solver is slower, but at higher requested accuracy, our solver is comparable to or faster then the others in execution time. Since the human time used for setting up many problems is in fact much longer than the actual running time for the computations, and the chebop syntax can be considered to be more convenient for the user than the one used for the other solvers, we believe this new method has significant benefits to offer. The section also includes a short introduction to chebgui, a graphical user interface to Chebfun. Finally, Section 5 mentions some of the limitations still imposed by the system and suggests avenues of future investigation and application.
NEWTON ITERATIONS IN CHEBFUN
The Newton iteration for a multivariate function f : R n → R n generates a sequence of iterates Ascher et al. 1995] . Members of the sequence are defined successively via
where f (x) is the Jacobian matrix of partial derivatives ∂ f i /∂ x j . We shall refer to the quantity on the right-hand side of (2) as y (k) , the Newton update. The motivation for the update formula is the linearization is a root of the linearization rather than of f itself. Recall that the use of the inverse matrix in (2) is a mathematical formality standing for the solution of a square linear system of algebraic equations using standard efficient algorithms. In practice, one can approximate the Jacobian or its inverse and obtain an approximate solution using a quasi-Newton method. Now suppose we have a boundary-value problem of the form described in the introduction,
where u is a function (i.e., u = u(x)) and φ, α, and β are operators between suitable normed function spaces; typically, φ is a differential operator, and α and β may also be differential operators of lower order. When convenient, we shall refer to (3) simply as N (u) = 0, that is, we let N denote a BVP operator. The Newton iteration can be generalized for operator equations to produce a sequence of functions u 1 , u 2 , . . .
Such infinite-dimensional Newton methods are often known as Newton methods in function space or quasilinearization [Ascher et al. 1995; Deuflhard 2006 ], but we will not distinguish between the finiteand infinite-dimensional versions in our terminology.
The crucial component of the Newton iteration is the linearization of N about each u k . This process requires the Fréchet derivatives of φ, α, and β, which are defined as follows [Hutson et al. 2005] : Let V and W be Banach spaces and let U be an open subset of V. Then for φ : U → W, the Fréchet derivative of φ at u ∈ U is defined (when possible) as the unique linear operator
Note in this definition that v is a function, and we require that the limit exists as v → 0 in any manner.
3
Conceptually, given the current iterate u k , we replace the operator N (u k +v) for a perturbation v by the linearization N (u k )+N (u k )v, and find a root of this approximation to determine the continuous Newton update. Hence we obtain the linear boundary-value problem
or using the notation introduced previously,
Solving this problem for the function v to obtain the update v k , we define u k+1 = u k + v k and iterate. Under suitable conditions (essentially, the invertibility of the linearization at a solution of N (u) = 0), the theorem of Kantorovich guarantees quadratic convergence for suitably close initial guesses [Deuflhard 2006 ].
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which is identical to (1) except with a nonlinear condition at the right boundary. Thus φ(u) = u + 2u sin u, α(u) = u , and β(u) = uu − 2. We can find the relevant linearizations in standard perturbation fashion:
Upon dropping high-order terms, this leads to the Fréchet derivative
, where ξ (u) = 2 sin(u) + 2u cos(u). This linear operator has one part that performs differentiation and another that performs pointwise multiplication by ξ (u), such that
Proceeding similarly for the boundary conditions, we find
By comparison with (5), we identify
Note that since α is itself linear, α (u) is independent of u, and that β (u), like φ (u), consists of a differentiation term and a multiplication term. Altogether, the Newton update v k is defined as the solution of
The linearity of α implies that the iterates u k will all satisfy the left boundary condition after the first Newton update, and (10) becomes a homogeneous condition. In practice this means that in the common case in which the boundary conditions are linear but nonhomogeneous, we can choose an initial guess for the Newton iteration without regard to these conditions and correct them after just one Newton step. A Chebfun implementation of the Newton iteration for the BVP (6)- (8) is shown in the following code. We use the general chebop class to represent the linear operators involved, the system internals will take care of automatically converting them to linops which were discussed in the introduction. The iteration stops when the norm of the Newton update falls below 10 −11 , which takes 11 iterations with the initial guess u 0 (x) = x. In Figure 1 we plot the sequence of solution estimates, with an additional axis showing the cumulative 2-norms of the update functions. After the first six or so iterations, the quadratic convergence of the iteration can be readily confirmed from the numerical values of the residuals. If we add the statement length(u) to the end of the Newton loop, we discover that the length of the vector of collocated function values (i.e., the value of the solution at Chebyshev points) used to represent the solution jumps from 2 (the linear initial guess) to 54, grows quickly to 150, stagnates, then jumps to 232 at the last iteration. This last iteration is particularly suspect: an update of size less than 10 −11 is added to a function that is O(1), yet the length of the numerical representation grows by more than 50%. The explanation boils down to the difference between absolute and relative accuracy. Each chebfun object is nominally resolved to high accuracy relative to its own scale. When that object is actually a Newton update v k , however, it is clearly more appropriate to resolve it to the scale of the solution estimate u k . To do this, we can add the line just before the update BVP is solved via \. Making this change may have an impact on execution time, because many fewer Chebyshev series coefficients may then be needed to resolve v k when its scale is much smaller than that of u k . For this particular example, this change speeds up the solution of the linear problem in the last iteration by almost 20%, and the solution returned will be of length 150 rather than 232.
FRÉCHET DERIVATIVES BY AUTOMATIC DIFFERENTIATION
Automatic, or algorithmic, differentiation (AD) introduces techniques that allow a reliable and accurate way to obtain derivatives in scientific computing. For the standard reference on the subject, see [Griewank and Walther 2008] . Many ideas of how to accumulate derivatives have been described in the literature, of which the two best known strategies are forward and reverse mode. The two approaches differ in the way the derivatives are accumulated, that is, in how the chain rule is treated [Bischof and Bücker 2000] . In forward mode, the derivatives are computed at the same time as the function is evaluated, but in reverse mode, the function is first evaluated while information is stored that enables the computation of the derivative afterwards. As argued in Griewank and Walther [2008] , forward mode should generally be used when the number of output variables is much greater than the number of input variables, whereas reverse mode should be used when the number of output variables is much less than the number of input variables.
An important concept in AD is that of the evaluation trace, defined as follows.
An evaluation trace is basically a record of a particular run of a particular program, with particular specified values for the input variables, showing the sequence of floating point values calculated by a (slightly idealized) processor and the operators that computed them. [Griewank and Walther 2008, Page 4] Each member of the sequence of operations is associated with an intermediate variables, and it is by storing information about and working with these intermediate variables that AD is able to compute derivatives. Generally there are two methods used to implement AD: source transformation and operator overloading. Both methods have their advantages and disadvantages as described thoroughly in [Bischof and Bücker 2000] . We note that both methods have previously been implemented for MATLAB. A well known AD package for MATLAB is MAD-MATLAB Automatic Differentiation, on which bvp4cAD is based on; see Forth [2006] and Shampine et al. [2006] . MAD implements the operator overloaded forward mode of AD. Kharche and Forth [2006] present the MSAD package, a source transformation implementation of forward mode automatic differentiation for MATLAB based on MAD. Another established AD software tool for MATLAB is ADIMAT [Bischof et al. 2002] . Finally, we mention that the INTLAB (INTerval LABoratory) package also offers an operator overloaded forward mode of AD. For details of INTLAB, see Rump [1999] .
Since the Chebfun project involves overloading MATLAB functions, it was logical to use overloading for our implementation of AD. Furthermore, since we can expect the number of variables involved in solving practical BVPs to be small, we chose to implement the more straightforward forward mode. Griewank and Walther [2008] suggest defining a new data structure (named adouble) for implementing this approach to AD. An adouble contains two floating point values, corresponding to the calculated values of the function and the derivative of that function. One can think of this as an act of associating a new field to the usual double precision numbers to enable calculations of derivatives. Similarly, to enable AD for chebfuns, we now introduce a new field in the chebfun object named jac, as an abbreviation for Jacobian. 4 When chebfuns are created using the constructor, we initialize the jac field to be empty, which will allow the recursive evaluation of derivatives later on.
Our implementation of forward-mode operator overloaded AD has several features which we believe to be novel and unique.
-The derivatives are linear operators, not matrices or vectors. The resolutions needed for the derivatives will be determined automatically by the Chebfun system. -We use anonymous functions and number each chebfun to enable a recursive, delayed evaluation of derivatives with forward mode AD. In standard forward mode AD, on the other hand, the derivatives are computed at the same time as the functions themselves are evaluated. -There is no need to declare variables to be "AD variables" (known as active variables in the AD literature), or to initialize derivative fields explicitly before calculations are performed. This is in contrast to standard AD implementations, where the user has to decide at the start of calculations what variables he or she wants to find derivatives with respect to (the "base variables"), and initialize derivative values accordingly. -We can obtain derivatives of any chebfun with respect to any other chebfun.
Delayed evaluation is particularly helpful to avoiding computational overhead for Chebfun tasks that do not require AD. This idea is similar to the one used in the implementation of linops for linear Chebfun operators. As is described in Driscoll et al. [2008] , one way to achieve this delayed evaluation in MATLAB is to use anonymous functions.
As an example, take the overloaded sin method. The essential lines are the following.
function fout = sin(fin) % Compose the input chebfun with the sin function fout = comp(fin, @(x) sin(x)); % Assign a Jacobian (anon. func.) and ID (integers) to the chebfun returned fout.jac = @(u) diag(cos(fin))*diff(fin,u); fout.ID = newIDnum;
The call to the comp method in the second line is Chebfun's facility to compose the input chebfun with the sin function. In line three, we assign to the jac field of the chebfun returned (fout) a MATLAB anonymous function handle via
Here, the argument u has the meaning of the independent variable we will be differentiating with respect to. The use of an anonymous function allows delayed evaluation; the value of fin.jac does not need to be known at construction time (in the sense that we only need to know the anonymous function in the jac field of fin, not the actual derivative). Without the anonymous function wrapper, we would have a typical forward-mode implementation in which the jac field of some chebfun would need to be initialized as the identity operator to signal it as a basis variable, before other chebfuns could be derived from it. All subsequent chebfun constructions would then use computational time to keep Jacobians up to date. The diag method here, which corresponds to creating a multiplication operator, will be further explained in Section 3.1. The process of evaluating the Jacobian field to obtain a linop is also described in that same section.
In the fourth line of the code given previously, we assign to the private field ID the output from the private method newIDnum. The function newIDnum returns to every chebfun created a unique ID which consists of two integers. One of the integers is a timestamp initialized the first time the newIDnum method is called in a MATLAB session, and the other is a counter which starts at 1 in each session and is incremented each time newIDnum is called. 5 We emphasize that each intermediate chebfun created when a function evaluation takes place gets a unique ID. This will be important when we eventually evaluate derivatives.
While the straightforward use of anonymous functions here is effective, it leads to a serious inefficiency for certain client codes. When operations are applied to a chebfun repeatedly, the anonymous functions effectively create a stack of those operations, in particular the variable workspaces in context at the creation of the jac fields. Unfortunately, MATLAB internally creates new copies of the entire stack of workspaces upon each anonymous function creation, leading to exponential growth in memory use. Thus, we found it necessary to create a new service class named anon to store these workspaces more efficiently while offering similar functionality to anonymous functions.
An anon object has the following four fields.
-function. A string that defines the function the anon represents.
-variablesName. A cell array of strings with the names of the variables in the function string. -workspace. A cell array of variables (doubles and chebfuns) with the values of these variables. -depth. A double used for memory control, further discussed in Section 3.3.
(The reader who has studied the functions method of normal anonymous functions in MATLAB will spot the similarity.)
By overloading the feval and subsref methods for the anon class, one can work with anons in a similar way as one would with anonymous functions. Using the new anon class, the method sin.m now appears as shown here.
function fout = sin(fin) % Compose the input chebfun with the sin function fout = comp(fin, @(x) sin(x)); % Assign a Jacobian (anon) and ID (integers) to the chebfun returned fout.jac = anon('@(u) diag(cos(fin))*diff(fin,u)',{'fin'},{fin}); fout.ID = newIDnum;
Evaluation of Derivatives
We now describe how recursion and ID fields are used to evaluate Jacobians. The main result is that the evaluation is performed in a recursive way, which is made possible by giving each chebfun a unique ID. To the reader already familiar with AD, our implementation might seem like "forward-mode AD with a bit of reverse feel to it". To explain the evaluation process, assume we have two functions f and g, represented by the chebfuns f and g. Furthermore, assume that g depends on f (and possibly other functions), that is, there exists an operator G, ·) . Then, when we speak of the "derivative of g with respect to f " or the "the Jacobian of g with respect to f ", mathematically, we mean the Fréchet derivative of the operator G at the point (in function space) f .
To obtain g, we need to start with f and perform a sequence of calculations. In that series of calculations, we will be creating temporary variables known as intermediate variables in the AD literature. Each intermediate variable is obtained by performing elementary operations, such as +, *, sin and exp on variables which already exist. Every intermediate variable has a jac field similar to the one shown for the sin.m method, which contains an anon that depends on variables that have been previously created.
To obtain the derivative of g with respect to f , we call diff(g,f). The diff method starts by using ID fields to see whether f and g are the same chebfun. If so, the Jacobian is an identity linop. Otherwise, the anon object in the jac field of g is evaluated with f as its argument. This will continue recursively through all intermediate variables in the evaluation trace between f and g, until f is reached and the identity operator forms the bottom of the recursion.
To put this information into context with the example shown previously of the overloaded sin method, the third line of the method read fout.jac = anon('@(u) diag(cos(fin))*diff(fin,u)',{'fin'},{fin});
As described in Driscoll et al. [2008] , if h is a chebfun, diag(cos(h)) is a linop that corresponds to the multiplication operator
Such multiplication operators are the continuous analogues of diagonal matrices. The second part of the anon is diff(fin,u). As explained previously, this corresponds to the linop which is the Jacobian of f in with respect to u. However, since diff(fin,u) is a part of the anon, no actual function call is made at the time the jac field gets assigned a value. If we make the assignment g = sin(f); g corresponds to fout and f corresponds to fin. Then, when we call dgdf = diff(g,f); % Differentiate g with respect to f u gets assigned the value f, and the result will be the linear operator
where I is the identity operator on the interval f is defined on. Comparing this anon with the standard rules of calculus, we see that it represents the chain rule. The evaluation process is further explained in the listing of Algorithm 1 and Figure 2 where we show an example of the evaluation of a Fréchet derivative.
Note that the syntax described here is an extension to the diff method already in the Chebfun system. If diff is called with one chebfun argument, the result is another chebfun which corresponds to the derivative of the polynomial representation of the input chebfun. Thus, when diff is called with one argument, the derivative returned is calculated with traditional numerical differentiation, and no information from the evaluation trace is used. 
Algorithm 1 Recursive evaluation of Fréchet derivatives.
Input: Chebfuns f and g.
Output:
The derivative of g with respect to f .
Extract IDs of g and f. if jac field of g is empty then
return O, the zero operator on the domain of f and g. else if IDs match then return I, the identity operator on the domain of f and g. else Evaluate the derivatives of the intermediate variables g is composed of with respect to f (recursively), and combine the resulting derivatives according to the chain rule. end if
Examples of Fréchet Derivatives in the Chebfun System
We begin some examples of automatic Fréchet differentiation by defining the linear function x on the interval of interest. Other functions on the same interval can then be defined as follows. 
where denotes the derivative of a function with respect to the independent function x. Throughout the rest of this section, we use total derivatives to denote Jacobian operators. Suppose for example that we perturb the function f by an infinitesimal function δ f . What effect will this have on g? The answer is that the first order variation will take the form
In other words, 
With chebfuns, we obtain this operator by calling diff with two argumentsdiff(g,f). In order to see the same representations that are used internally, here we request the output in the form of a linop. In the case where Jacobian operators are diagonal, a function is defined by the information on the diagonal. We can extract this function from the diagonal by letting it operate on the function 1 on the interval. This is done in the overloaded function diag.
>> diag_dgdf = diag(dgdf); % Extract the diagonal of the linear operator
We verify that the AD derivative matches the analytical exactly.
>> % Measure the difference between the two functions in the 2-norm >> norm(diag_dgdf -2*x.^2) ans = 0
However, not all Jacobian operators are diagonal. For example, suppose we want to obtain dh dg , the derivative of h with respect to g. Since We confirm that the AD result is the correct operator by letting dh dg operate on the function x on the interval and measure the norm between the resulting chebfun and the analytical derivative.
>> % Measure the difference between the computed and analytical answer >> norm(dhdg*x-1) % Default call to norm uses the 2-norm ans = 0
We can also obtain the derivative of h with respect to f . We now have that
where D is the differentiation operator on the interval [−1, 1]. If we now let dh d f operate on the function x, the result will be cos( f )x + (2x 2 x) = cos( f )x + 6x 2 :
>> dhdf = diff(h,f); >> norm(dhdf*x -(cos(f).*x+6*x.^2)) ans = 0
Again, the answer obtained using AD is exact.
Controlling Memory Usage
Whereas the anon class described here removes certain inefficiencies of implementing AD for Chebfun, another issue arises for certain client codes, especially ones based on iterative processes (such as GMRES [Saad and Schultz 1986] ). As the number of iterations grows, the calculation tree (whose root in this notation is the chebfun x) becomes huge, and the risk of running out of memory becomes high. In fact, memory control is a very important issue for AD in general [Griewank and Walther 2008] .
In order to manage the use of memory, we monitor the depth property of the anon object. The depth of an anon indicates how far from the initial chebfun variable another chebfun is (i.e., how high in the calculation tree it is). By definition, the depth of the linear chebfun variable x is 0, and the depth of other variables is given by the maximum of the depth of the variables it is created from plus 1. Once the depth exceeds a maximum value (the default value is 25), a dummy anon with an empty workspace is returned and future AD calculations with the resulting variables are disabled. 
AUTOMATIC ITERATIONS FOR BOUNDARY-VALUE PROBLEMS

Damped Newton Iteration
As described in Section 2, we wish to solve a nonlinear boundary-value problem (BVP)
which we sometimes write as
where N is a nonlinear BVP operator. If we have a guess of the solution, u k , we can use a Newton iteration to solve the problem by calculating the update v k , where v k satisfies the linearized boundary value problem
We use automatic differentiation to obtain N , the derivative of the operator N , which incorporates linearized forms of the boundary conditions as well as the differential equation. Formally, we solve for the update:
In the software, this equation implies the automatic solution of a linear BVP using the backslash operator of the linop class. Once the update v k has been calculated, we update our current guess of the solution to obtain the next guess of the solution, u k+1 , via
However, this update formula is only guaranteed to converge to a solution for a sufficiently close initial guess, and in practice, the solution process could take too many iterations, stagnate, diverge or even fail if N is singular. In order to increase the chance of an initial guess converging to a solution, Equation (13) is often modified to include a damping parameter λ k , so that the solution is updated via
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An obvious question now is how to choose the damping parameter (also known as the step size). Ideally, we would want to find a λ k that minimizes N (u k+1 ) , that is, for a given guess u k and an update v k , we want to minimize the residual of our next guess in some norm · . The problem of finding the value for λ k thus becomes an optimization problem, which in turn depends on the choice of an objective related to the residual N (u). Similarly to the natural criterion function described in Ascher et al. [1995] , we define our natural criterion function as
where w λ k is a solution to the linear BVP
and · F is the Frobenius norm (or since we are working in the continuous context, the Hilbert-Schmidt norm). For the rest of this article, we let · denote the Frobenius norm. Using an algorithm whose details we give in the following, we find the optimal value for λ in each iteration. The reason why we use (15) as our objective function rather than simply
is summarized in Ascher et al. [1995, p. 333] . The simple objective function given by (16) is sensitive to scaling of the variables as well as rescaling of the equations in BVPs. Furthermore, it runs into trouble when the Jacobians are ill-conditioned, as it loses sensitivity to improvements with respect to the BVPs. The objective function (15) is known as an affine invariant objective function. The importance of working in an affine invariant framework is further described in [Deuflhard 2006 ]. In practice, we have found that even though the value we find for λ is the optimal one in a given iteration, sometimes we benefit more in the long run by giving the solution process a "kick", by which we mean that if our linesearch algorithm suggests taking the smallest allowed step size, we try instead to take the full Newton step. In our code, we take the full Newton step if the line search has predicted the minimum allowed value of λ for three iterations in a row. This approach is generally not taken in the literature, where all algorithms we have found return a "no convergence flag" if the recommended step size is smaller than the minimum allowed step size. However, our experience suggests that reverting to the Newton step as a last resort rather than abandoning the iteration can lead to successful convergence in some difficult problems.
We use three criteria to check whether the solution process has converged, and if any criterion is satisfied, we stop the Newton iteration. These criteria are as follows.
-The norm of the latest update is less than a specified tolerance ρ v (default value 10 −10 ). -The norm of the residual is less than a specified tolerance ρ Res (default value 10 −10 ). We define the norm of the residual at the k-th iteration as
-The number of iterations is greater than a specified maximum.
Note that since one of the design aims of Chebfun is to be scale-invariant, all tolerances involved are relative tolerances with respect to the norm of the current guess of the solution. Find a solution v k to the linear BVP
Calculate the Newton step size λ k (as described in Appendix A). end if Update the solution:
Evaluate quantities used for convergence checks:
end while if k = maxiter then return a flag stating no convergence. else return the solution u k+1 .
end if
The details of the damped Newton iteration are summarized in the listing of Algorithm 2. The Newton algorithm we implemented is inspired by the "Error matching algorithm" found in Deuflhard [2006, p. 365] and the "Damped Newton method" algorithm described in Ascher et al. [1995, p. 335] . Unlike the former algorithm, the mesh is chosen globally and automatically by the Chebfun internals, so we do not have to refine the mesh explicitly when we solve BVPs. The step size search we implemented is taken from the latter algorithm, and is the same as the one used in MATLAB's BVP routine bvp4c. The step size search is performed using weak line search; we give the algorithm in Appendix A. 
The Chebop Class
As stated in the introduction, the computational specification of the BVP (12) requires the following components.
Component
Mathematical symbol chebop field Interval on which problem is defined [a, b ] 
We have created a new class called chebop in order to store and work with all this information. Note that when solving BVPs, the user will pass information about the right-hand side of the differential equation to the solver directly (i.e., not using the chebop class), while the right-hand sides of the boundary conditions are always assumed to be 0 (so α and β must be on the form such that α(u) x=a = 0 and β(u) x=b = 0 where u is a solution of the BVP). The fields of a chebop can be set either in the chebop constructor when it is created, or later by accessing them directly.
The user may supply the initial solution guess u 0 , but if none is given, the chebop constructor will start with the lowest-degree polynomial for each solution variable that interpolates all numerical boundary values given. When the boundary operators are not of Dirichlet type, that is, u(a) = A , u(b ) = B, where A and B are constants, the initial guess will usually not satisfy the boundary conditions. If the boundary conditions are linear, then one damped Newton iteration will correct them; otherwise, convergence to satisfaction of the conditions is not assured.
Examples
To illustrate how we work with chebops, assume that we want to find a solution to this nonlinear boundary value problem due to Carrier [Bender and Orszag 1978] :
with = 0.01. We can create a chebop by calling the chebop constructor with arguments corresponding to the endpoints of the interval of interest as follows.
>> N = chebop(-1,1); % Create a chebop on [-1,1] We use anonymous functions to define the differential equation of the operator.
>> % Assign the DE of the chebop >> N.op = @(x,u) 0.01*diff(u,2) + 2*(1-x.^2).*u + u.^2;
Boundary conditions can be set up in a number of ways, as explained in the online guide [Trefethen et al. 2011] . In the case of homogeneous Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions, one can simply use a string as follows.
>> % Assign both LBC and RBC using the keyword 'dirichlet' >> N.lbc = 'dirichlet'; N.rbc = 'dirichlet';
If we want to use the initial guess we can assign it to the init field of the chebfun object. To solve the BVP (17) using a damped Newton iteration, we now only need to execute the overloaded backslash (\) operator on the chebop N. The right-hand side of the backslash will be the right-hand side of the differential equation of the problem, in this case, 1. If we call the backslash with two output arguments, we also get a vector with the norms of the corrections at each iteration.
>> [u, delta_norms] = N\1; % Solve the nonlinear BVP
In Figure 3 , we plot the solution obtained as well as the norms of the updates. In the right part of the figure, we see that the convergence starts off slowly, but achieves its quadratic behaviour once we get nearer to the solution. Note that if we had started with a different initial guess, we could have converged to another solution. The following computation shows that the solution is obtained to a high accuracy. This code runs in 1.9 seconds. While there certainly exists software that is able to solve this problem faster (for example MATLAB's bvp4c and bvp5c), our approach offers two important benefits compared to other software.
-A very accurate solution can be produced. -An extremely simple problem setup, requiring none of the usual problem manipulation (such as casting as a first-order system) and separate file programming common to other numerical software. For research or instructional purposes, we have the option of solving the problem using a pure Newton iteration (i.e., no damping) by executing the command >> cheboppref('damped','off') % Turn damped Newton iteration off before the backslash command. For this example, the solver will still converge when using pure Newton iteration. However, we should only expect that to happen when we have a good initial guess. The option of the pure Newton iteration enables our system to offer the unique possibility of visualizing it in the functional setting. By executing the command >> cheboppref('plotting','on') % Turn plotting for each iteration on before calling the backslash operator, our solver plots in each iteration the current guess of the solution as well as the latest Newton update. In Figure 4 we show such a plot, taken after the second iteration when solving the Carrier problem (using a pure Newton iteration and starting from the initial guess (18)).
If we want to change the BVP (17) so that we impose different boundary conditions, we can reuse the chebop created before and change only the relevant fields. If we now want to solve
with = 0.01 as before, we execute the following commands.
>> N.lbc = 1; % Change the LBC so that u(-1) = 1 >> N.rbc = @(u) diff(u)+u; % Change the RBC so that u' (1) 
Comparison with Other BVP Software
For comparison with other BVP software in MATLAB, we consider the six following nonlinear BVPs:
They can be shown to have the exact solutions
, where θ is a sol. of θ = √ 7 cosh θ 4
respectively, which allows us to compare the true error, rather than residuals. The first problem is known as the Bratu problem [Ascher et al. 1995] , and is often written on By changing the last line, it is possible to obtain solutions from different solvers, that is, bvp5c and bvp4cAD. By changing the tolerances of the solvers, as well as limiting the number of Newton steps allowed, it is possible to create work-precision diagrams.
7 These show how much time it takes to get a specific accuracy, by which we mean the maximum error of the numerical solution compared to the analytical one. Such plots are shown in Figure 7 . The running times are found by solving each problem 101 times at a given level of accuracy, subtracting the first running time (to avoid distortion from time taken loading the programs into the computer cache) and taking the average of the remaining ones. For all the problems, we used simple initial guesses, either constants or the guesses constructed automatically by Chebfun.
From Figure 7 , it is clear that for low accuracy, Chebfun is outperformed by the other methods. However, if we require higher accuracy, Chebfun usually has clear benefits, taking equivalent or shorter times to return solutions closer to the exact ones than the other solvers. Importantly, as the problems only take a couple of seconds to solve, the human time used to set up problems, for instance, the error-prone process of writing them as first order systems, will greatly outweigh the computer time used to solve the problems. In that aspect, chebops offer many benefits compared with existing software.
To comment further on the results of solving the test problems, we note that generally, the regular bvp4cAD method is found to be slower than all the other methods for intermediate and high accuracies. However, if we rewrite the problems in vectorized form, and turn on the vectorized option for bvp4cAD, the performance is drastically improved. We also found that using vectorization did not speed up the bvp4c/5c solvers. These observations are in agreement with Forth and Shampine [2005] . As the requested accuracy is increased, the number of gridpoints bvp4c/5c and bvp4cAD use grows very quickly, in most cases up to many thousands, whereas the Chebfun solutions require much more modest numbers of gridpoints. Finally, we mention that an interesting phenomenon happens in the last problem, where bvp5c completely fails to converge to the solution, and bvp4c and chebops struggle to obtain high accuracy.
A Graphical User Interface to Chebfun
To further add to the convenient way chebops can be used to solve nonlinear BVPs, we have designed a graphical user interface (GUI) to the chebop solver, called chebgui. The GUI accepts a "natural syntax" for problems, removing the need for users to define anonymous functions and construct chebop objects, and instead it is possible to input problems in a form such as
(which corresponds to a differential equation describing the motion of a nonlinear pendulum). By setting up boundary conditions in a similarly intuitive way, the user can press the solve button and the system takes care of all the work required to convert the BVP to a form chebops can work with. The GUI offers many other features, including a collection of demos. We however consider the most important feature to be the capability of exporting problems from the GUI to a MATLAB script. This enables users to start with a problem in the GUI, and automatically generate code for some more serious explorations. We show a screenshot of the GUI in Figure 8 .
LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS
The AD implementation we have chosen to use in Chebfun creates some limitations. For example, our use of delayed evaluation to avoid AD computational overhead until a Jacobian is demanded requires the attachment to each chebfun of a memory stack (in the form of an anon object) for all the operations leading to the construction of that chebfun. It is evident from Figure 2 that our AD implementation can give rise to unnecessary calculations being performed. For example, in the overloaded sin.m method, the jac field of the chebfun returned is given by the following. This implies that every time we differentiate the chebfun returned, we calculate the linop corresponding to the multiplication operator M cos( f in (x)) : k(x) → cos( f in (x))k(x), even though fin might not depend on the function we are differentiating with respect to (in which case, diff(fin,u) will be the zero linop, and the derivative returned will thus be the zero linop as well). We believe that it might be possible to improve the anon class to prevent such unnecessary calculations. Given Chebfun's symbolic feel, there might even be valuable ideas available from work done on AD with computer algebra systems (CAS). One such software tool is the CODEGEN package for MAPLE discussed in Monagan and Monagan [1997] , where the authors discuss common subexpression optimization which is achieved by hashing of formulae. With the planned move of Chebfun to MATLAB's new object-oriented programming model, which introduces handle classes, we might be able to make improvements to address these issues.
A number of possible improvements of the current code readily suggest themselves. There is no reason in principle that the code cannot be extended to solve more general boundary-value problems, such as ones with nonseparable boundary conditions or auxiliary parameters. For example, the nonseparated condition u(1)−u(0) = 0 is associated with the linear functional E 1 − E 0 , where E x represents evaluation at the point x. This functional is its own Fréchet derivative, and there is no difficulty with representing it in Chebfun. However, automatic differentiation of a scalar result presents a problem in our system, because the result of Matlab type double cannot encode the information needed to construct the derivative. We are exploring the option of temporarily representing a scalar result as a constant chebfun in order to permit differentiation. The ability to differentiate functionals may also lead to interesting applications in control and optimization.
We do not regard our step size selection in the damped Newton iteration as a settled matter, and plan to improve our strategy, for example using the idea of restric-tive monotonicity test discussed in Bock et al. [2000] . The idea of giving the solution process a kick by taking the full Newton step rather than the smallest allowed step size if the Newton iteration appears to be failing to converge, described in Section 4.1, seems to work well in practice. It would be interesting to see whether coming up with other heuristic might help to increase the probability of the iteration to converge. Efforts are already underway to apply the nonlinear BVP code to partial differential equations. Another effort is being undertaken to apply Fréchet AD techniques to nonlinear eigenvalue and other types of continuation problems [Allgower and Georg 2003] , and to find robust ways to converge to multiple solutions without explicit initial guesses.
APPENDIX A. WEAK LINE SEARCH ALGORITHM
The following weak line search algorithm is used for the damping parameter/step size search in the damped Newton iteration. It is based on the algorithm shown in Ascher et al. [1995, p. 335 ] to which we refer for further discussion on the control parameters in the algorithm. · denotes the Frobenius norm.
Algorithm 3
Step size search at the kth iteration of Newton iteration. 
